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Switzerland was among the first jurisdictions to sign and place in effect back in June 

2014 an intergovernmental agreement (“IGA”) with the United States for cooperating 

in implementation of the US Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act of 2010 

(“FATCA”). Under the IGA, Swiss Financial Institutions (“FI”) have sent information 

annually and automatically on their Financial Accounts held by US Persons during 

the prior year. Under so-called Model 2 IGA, the information was sent by each Swiss 

FI directly to the US tax administration Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”).  

In respect of pre-existing accounts where the Swiss FI did not receive the required 

consent for the automatic reporting, the FIs reported (i) the aggregate number of 

accounts and the aggregate account value of Non-Consenting US Accounts as well 

as (ii) the aggregate number of accounts and the aggregate value of so-called 

Foreign Reportable Amounts paid to non-consenting Nonparticipating FIs. 

Afterwards, under the IGA, the IRS may submit to the Swiss Federal Tax 

Administration (“FTA”) a group request to obtain account-specific identifying 

information of such accounts that were reported in the aggregate under FATCA. A 

separate legal basis for such group requests was necessary. 

On 20 September 2019, Switzerland and the United States finally confirmed the 

ratification of the protocol of amendment agreed 10 years earlier (23 September 

2009) concerning the US-Swiss tax agreement to prevent double taxation on income 

(“DTA”). As a result, the IRS FATCA group requests became possible based on 

facts from 30 June 2014. 

On December 1, 2020, the Swiss FTA issued a public announcement concerning 

the requested transfer of account details from various Swiss banks. The FTA has 

issued notifications to thirteen Swiss banks following receipt of FATCA group 

requests from the US Internal Revenue Service. The IRS may make such requests 

for administrative assistance pursuant to the US-Switzerland FATCA IGA and the 

Swiss FATCA Act, with the legal mechanism for such exchange of information 

enabled by revisions to the US-Swiss income tax treaty that entered into force in 

2019 following a decade of delays in ratification by the US Senate. 

Pursuant to a FATCA group request, the IRS may request information with respect 

to accounts previously identified as either (1) US accounts or (2) accounts held by 

nonparticipating financial institutions where reportable amounts were paid, in each 

case where account holder consent was not provided for specific reporting. US 

accounts for this purpose include accounts identified as being held by US persons 

or, in some cases, by certain entities, trusts or other arrangements with US 

controlling persons. Without account holder consent, the banks have already 

reported these accounts to the IRS in the aggregate (including the aggregate 
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number and value of such types of accounts but without any account holder 

identifying data). 

Prior to the group requests, the data already reported in the aggregate included only 

the total number of accounts in each non-consenting account holder category and 

the total balance of all such accounts together. In the case of nonparticipating 

financial institution account holders that did not consent to reporting, the data 

reported included the number of accounts and the aggregate amount of reportable 

payments. 

Nonetheless, the IRS made a group request with the FTA pending and required 

further information of accounts from the FTA. Beyond the aggregate information 

already provided by the affected Swiss banks, this new information provided in 

response to the FATCA group request will enable the IRS to identify individuals 

behind accounts who may be US persons and also with respect to the transitional 

years of 2015 and 2016 those nonparticipating (i.e., not FATCA compliant) financial 

institutions that held accounts and received specified types of payments. 

Account holders, other affected contractual parties or nonparticipating financial 

institutions who wish to prevent a transmission of their information to the IRS are 

requested to submit a petition providing reasons why the transmission should not 

occur. The recipient of the petition is exclusively the FTA. The petition is not subject 

to the official administrative assistance procedure. This means that even if 

information is transmitted to the IRS in the end, the petition itself will not be 

transmitted. 

The submission period begins tomorrow (December 2, 2020) and lasts for 20 days 

until December 21, 2020. The statement must be submitted by e-mail to 

amtshilfe.usa@estv.admin.ch or by postal service. If a party is a legal successor of 

an affected account, such party needs to submit a certificate of inheritance to the  

The FTA will then issue a final decree for each account relationship subject to a 

group request. We highly recommend demanding the delivery of the final decree 

from the FTA regarding the transmission of information. In order to do so, persons 

entitled to appeal must provide the FTA with a Swiss address or a Swiss 

representative. Otherwise, the final decree will be publicly released. 

There is also the possibility of a simplified procedure, if a party does consent to the 

transmission of certain information to the IRS. Such consent must be given in writing 

and is irrevocable.  
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